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Abstract: Macular screening services can take many forms, offering a variety of roles for optometrists. The need for screening has been demonstrated in industrialized and developing nations alike. Populations of particular interest for macular screening services include individuals at high risk for diabetes, not just diagnosed diabetics, since a significant proportion of those with diabetes do not realize it. Individuals who know they have diabetes are frequently not examined at the recommended intervals. Related populations include patients with a high likelihood of retinal vascular disease and high blood pressure. A second population is older individuals, who are at risk for age-related macular degeneration and degenerative myopia, key causes of vision loss depending upon geographic location and ethnicity. Images showing the complexity of lesions from diabetic retinopathy, age-related macular degeneration, and degenerative myopia illustrate the challenges of screening and classification. A third population to be screened is the large pediatric one. While many children are at risk for developing myopia, which could lead to high myopia, the risk of myopia and retinal damage is far more common in individuals who had low birth weight or premature birth. A variety of types of screening instrumentation are discussed in terms of practicality of use and cost. The technical challenges in populations with dark eyes, small pupils, and poor anterior-segment media are discussed. We discuss the wealth of screening strategies, from permanent sites with trained staff and expert graders to planned campaigns that target specific populations. Successful screening systems include instrumentation that is used within its limits, feedback and supervision during screening and grading, and clear pathways for referral for a complete examination or treatment.
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Why screen?

Early detection is the key to treatment success in several macular conditions. Visual acuity (VA) is the primary measure of macular function in population-based studies of visual impairment, clinical trials that assess treatment, natural history studies, and scientific studies. VA is neither a sensitive nor a specific measure of a particular macular disorder, and certainly does not indicate the extent of early cone damage in either patients with diabetes or age-related macular degeneration (AMD).1–3 However, VA is familiar, universally recognized, and often used in macular screening. Uncorrected refractive error is often reported as the main cause of visual impairment in populations with limited access to eye care.4 This wide-scale lack of proper refraction can confound the results of screening for macular disorders and mask progressive disease.
The refinements provided by the measurement of VA through a pinhole or performing a refraction to reach the best-corrected VA may not be part of screening protocols. Therefore, care is needed when a large proportion of the sample has uncorrected refractive error, in aspects ranging from providing immediate follow-up care to planning unmet needs for services for treatment of macular disease.

Moderate and severe vision impairment (MSVI) is defined as VA in the better eye lower than 6/18 but at least 3/60 at presentation, which corresponds to worse than 20/60 in Snellen notation, 0.33 in decimal notation, and 0.5 on the logMAR scale. The use of logMAR, which is the logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution, has been widely used in both treatment and low-vision studies. Blindness is defined as worse than 3/60 (or 6/120), 20/400, 0.05, or a logMAR of 1.3. Blindness may also be defined as a visual field of less than 10° in the better-seeing eye.

Globally, approximately 32,400,000 people were considered blind in 2010, and 191,000,000 people had MSVI, but many of the screening studies were limited to adult populations. For a sophisticated model incorporating previous population-based studies and population aging for the US that includes both children and adults, new cases of vision impairment are estimated to be 240,000.

A major portion of these patients with vision loss have retinal and choroidal disease, as discussed herein. Diabetic retinopathy (DR) and diabetic macular edema (DME) are already the primary causes of vision loss in working adults, although the effect of refractive error must be considered in some locations, and cases of diabetes-related vision loss are likely to increase significantly because diabetes prevalence is doubling worldwide. While DR is a recognized focus of macular screening services by primary care providers and eye care providers (Figure 1), key causes of damage to macular function also include AMD (Figures 2 and 3), degenerative myopia (Figures 4 and 5), retinopathy of prematurity (ROP), hereditary retinal degenerations, and damage to the central 6°, due to glaucoma that is detectable with high-density perimetry or optical coherence tomography (OCT). Evidence of the enormity of the problem of visual impairment has been generated, and now solutions must be fitted to match populations at risk for visual impairment.

The success of macular screening depends upon the methodology and goals for screening, especially when considering the large differences in the populations to be screened and the resources for referral. Three broad categories of individuals who are screened include pediatric populations, potential cases of DR, and older individuals.

Examples of these include screening all children before they begin school, screening all individuals living within a specific geographic location for DR, and screening patients who live in a retirement community. Each of these broad types will be discussed in detail.
Vision screening can also be targeted to a geographic area or socioeconomic group or through a governmental or nongovernmental agency. The goal is to distribute eye care resources efficiently, often because the demand for eye care services greatly exceeds the available resources. However, in some cases the resources are present, but the patients do not perceive the risks of sight-threatening vision loss. Successful models range from but are not limited to a permanent screening and patient-referral network\textsuperscript{13,14} (Figure 6) to an annual targeted campaign by Volunteer Optometric Services to Humanity (VOSH) with known referral for patients (Figure 7) to a specific campaign at a new location.

As a practical consideration for delivering eye care, the historic methodology of optometric practice may not keep pace with population aging, which is the proportional increase of older individuals in many countries.\textsuperscript{6} This leads to a corresponding increase in the prevalence of several macular diseases that have age as a risk factor or progress with age.

Figure 2 AMD with minimally classic CNV in AMD, shown with several imaging modalities provided by Dr Masahiro Miura, Tokyo Medical University, Tokyo, Japan.

Notes: (A) Color fundus image, showing hemorrhage associated with CNV and drusen eccentric to the fovea. (B) SD-OCT (6 mm scan) in false color, showing subfoveal CNV displacing the normal foveal layer structure, an increase in the central retinal thickness, disruption of the RPE, and several regions of fluid. (C) Arteriovenous-phase FA, showing blockage of the foveal fluorescence by blood and fluid, surrounded by several loci of capillary leakage and hyperfluorescent foci, particularly at 3 o’clock and 5 o’clock. (D) Late-phase FA, showing continued focal leakage and blockage of the underlying fluorescence by the hemorrhage. The hyperfluorescent foci surrounding the fovea also show continued leakage. (E) Early phase ICGA, showing focus of main leakage for the CNV as bright spots. In addition, the depth of the hyperfluorescent foci outside the fovea is shown to be above the choroid and associated with pigmentary changes. (F) Late-phase ICGA, with the retroillumination by the fluorescence of the choroidal vessels demonstrating the extent of fundus changes.

Abbreviations: AMD, age-related macular degeneration; CNV, choroidal neovascularization; SD-OCT, spectral domain optical coherence tomography; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; FA, fluorescein angiography; ICGA, indocyanine green angiography.
Unfortunately, there are proportionally fewer eye care providers in the demographic to care for older patients.

The proportion of older individuals varies considerably by country and region. Consider the example of diabetes. Practitioners in a country with a low incidence of diabetes, which is the number of new cases of diabetes per year, could find that they have a national problem emerging because of population aging. Therefore, the prevalence of diabetes, which is the proportion of cases of diabetes in the population at a given time, may be greater than is generally appreciated. The top three countries for percentage of the population 60 years old are Japan, Italy, and Germany, ranging from 30% to 26.8%.6

Considering the worldwide statistics on diabetes, in some geographic locations undetected diabetes is estimated as high as 60% of cases, and values of 25% or more undetected cases are typical.15 There are 382,000,000 people with diabetes, and the majority are working-age.15 In addition to the social costs of diabetes, US$548,000,000,000 is estimated for health spending worldwide for diabetes alone.15 Therefore, diabetic individuals make up an important proportion of those at risk for vision loss, which is why screening is supported in some nations.

When screening is being considered as an effective strategy, the numbers of individuals in the population must be considered along with population aging. For example, the International Diabetes Foundation estimates that the top ten countries for diabetes in individuals aged 20–79 years are the People’s Republic of China, India, the US, Brazil, Russia, Mexico, Indonesia, Germany, Egypt, and Japan, ranging from 98.4 million to 8.2 million.16,17

Clearly, the first few countries in the list are known for large

---

Figure 3 PCV shown with several imaging modalities provided by Dr Masahiro Miura, Tokyo Medical University, Tokyo, Japan.

Notes: (A) Color fundus image, showing some hemorrhage associated with PCV, particularly superior to the fovea. (B) SD-OCT (6 mm scan) in false color, showing subfoveally an exudative lesion displacing the normal foveal layer structure, an increase in the central retinal thickness, disruption of the RPE, several regions of fluid, and hyperreflective foci both above and below the ELM that may correspond to the many retinal vessels of the complex neovascular net characteristic of PCV. (C) Arteriovenous-phase FA, showing multiple hyperfluorescent areas of vascular lesions surrounding blockage of the foveal fluorescence. (D) Early phase ICGA, showing polyoidal lesions as bright spots and a branching vascular network covering a large area of the macula.

Abbreviations: PCV, polypoidal neovascularization; SD-OCT, spectral domain optical coherence tomography; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; ELM, external limiting membrane; FA, fluorescein angiography; ICGA, indocyanine green angiography.
populations, regardless of the incidence of diabetes. Therefore, while Japan has a much-lower incidence of diabetes than many countries, with estimates from about 7.4% to 9%,15,18 this is overruled by the Japanese population numbering 127,353,000 and the high proportion of individuals >60 years.

Screening as a means to distribute access to eye care to patients unaware of the necessity of eye examination

One of the reasons to screen is that populations at risk may not realize the high likelihood of vision loss. For DR, recommendations include an initial dilated and comprehensive eye examination by an ophthalmologist or optometrist shortly after diabetes diagnosis for type 2 diabetes and within 3–5 years after diagnosis for type 1.19 Annual reexamination is also recommended, but the follow-up interval may be increased to 2–3 years with advice in the context of the eye exam. We performed a screening study as a follow-on to our previous report on the use of hard exudates in screening for DME.14 Diabetic patients were recruited from a county-funded clinic in Alameda County, California, USA. The research was conducted in accordance with Good Clinical Practice, the International Conference on Harmonization guidelines, the Declaration of Helsinki, and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability guidelines. In addition, the institutional review boards of Indiana University, University of California – Berkeley, and Alameda Health approved this study, and subjects consented on approved forms. In our initial review of these screening data, more than 66% of 2,050 diabetic patients reported that their last eye exam had been conducted more than 3 years previously. These patients are considered underserved, and are >90% minority patients, who typically lack adequate insurance for an eye examination through private optometric offices.

Similar findings came from a state-wide screening program in Connecticut, in which 568 adults were screened during a comprehensive nurse visit and 145 cases of DR found.20 Nearly 60% of the study patients were minorities, and 24% were uninsured. The recent change in health care regulations

Figure 4 High myopia leading to degenerative myopia, shown with several imaging modalities provided by Dr Masahiro Miura, Tokyo Medical University, Tokyo, Japan. 
Notes: The left eye has fresh myopic CNV and staphyloma. (A) Color fundus image, showing choroidal vessels readily visible through RPE atrophy, and large regions of RPE atrophy in the macular and peripapillary regions. (B) SD-OCT (6 mm scan) in false color, showing subfoveal CNV slightly temporal to the fovea and displacing the normal foveal layer structure, as well as disruption of the RPE. The highly curved appearance of the scan is typical of highly myopic eyes. (C) Arteriovenous-phase FA, showing multiple hyperfluorescent areas of CNV surrounding a ring of hypofluorescence at the fovea. There are extensive breaks in the fluorescence, consistent with RPE change and breaks in Bruch’s membrane in high myopia, as well as hypofluorescence associated with the peripapillary atrophy. (D) Early phase ICGA, showing extensive areas of hypofluorescence in both the foveal and peripapillary regions, particularly when compared with Figures 2E or 3D.
Abbreviations: CNV, choroidal neovascularization; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; SD-OCT, spectral domain optical coherence tomography; FA, fluorescein angiography; ICGA, indocyanine green angiography.
in the US will provide the opportunity for evidence-based medicine to examine if there is an improvement in the detection of DR in a timely manner.

As individual populations do not have equal access to eye care, screening can serve to distribute resources and raise awareness of eye conditions leading to visual impairment. Using the US as an example of a multicultural and industrialized country, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reports that nearly 24 million Americans have diabetes, and about a quarter (5.7 million) of them do not know that they have the disease.21 The number of people estimated to have DR in the US is over 12,000,000 if a definition of presence of microaneurysms is used.22 For minority patients, the first diagnosis can have worse-than-average symptoms.23 The rate of diagnosed diabetes is highest among American Indians and Alaska Natives, followed by non-Hispanic blacks and Hispanics. DR is particularly high in Hispanic individuals, with a prevalence of 46.9% reported in Mexican Americans.24

Public Health England has their National Health Service Diabetic Eye Screening Programme to offer all people aged 12 years and over regular eye examinations for DR, aimed at detecting a high proportion of sight-threatening retinopathy to ensure that diabetic eye disease is treated effectively and within an appropriate time scale. Despite these resources and the fact that the UK has diabetes registries, minority patients have increased rates of sight-threatening retinopathy or maculopathy.25 Screening for DR is recommended at the time

Figure 5 High myopia leading to degenerative myopia, shown with several imaging modalities provided by Dr Masahiro Miura, Tokyo Medical University, Tokyo, Japan.

Notes: The right eye has myopic retinoschisis, fibrosis after myopic CNV, and staphyloma. (A) Color fundus image, showing choroidal vessels readily visible through the thinned retina, large regions of RPE atrophy in the macular and peripapillary regions, and an elongated optic nerve-head appearance related to tilt. (B) SD-OCT (6 mm scan) in false color, showing fibrosis from subfoveal CNV slightly nasal to the fovea and displacing the normal foveal layer structure, as well as disruption of the RPE. There is retinoschisis outside the foveal region, and a curved appearance of the scan. (C) Arteriovenous-phase FA, showing CNV multiple hyperfluorescent areas of CNV surrounding a ring of hypofluorescence showing extensive spread of the CNV across the macula. (D) Early phase ICGA, showing extensive areas of hypofluorescence in the central macula, corresponding to the atrophy seen in A.

Abbreviations: CNV, choroidal neovascularization; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; SD-OCT, spectral domain optical coherence tomography; FA, fluorescein angiography; ICGA, indocyanine green angiography.

Figure 6 An EyePACS screening setting in Alameda County, CA, USA.

Notes: Typically, patients to be screened come to a site associated with a health care setting. There is a trained photographer associated with the site, with equipment habitually situated in a light-controlled setting. Internet is provided at the site for secure, web-based transfer of data to expert grading centers, usually offsite.
of diagnosis and annually in the UK, as is establishing strong links with primary care and diabetology services and control of blood pressure.26 Pregnant women are recommended for screening at their first prenatal checkup and again at 28 weeks if the first screening is normal.27 With dedicated diabetic eye clinics, patients without severe retinopathy and treated stable retinopathy can be seen in virtual clinics providing retinal imaging, as described herein.

**DR and DME, and atherosclerosis/vascular diseases**

The mechanisms leading to DME are complex, and thus there is not just one feature that guarantees correct detection.13,28,29 Both neural damage and dysregulation of blood flow occur, along with the more visible signs of changes to retinal blood vessels. The Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy (ETDRS) classification guidelines30 have been simplified in a widely used international classification31 where the stages include no retinopathy, mild diabetic nonproliferative retinopathy (microaneurysms only), moderate diabetic nonproliferative retinopathy (more than mild but less than severe nonproliferative DR), severe nonproliferative DR (20 intraretinal hemorrhages in each of four quadrants around the optic nerve head, venous beading in two quadrants, or prominent intraretinal microvascular abnormalities in one quadrant and no signs of proliferative DR); and proliferative DR (neovascularization or vitreous/preretinal hemorrhage). Hard exudates are associated with a reduction in VA by the ETDRS.32 Hard exudates are used as a surrogate marker for DME when increased retinal thickness cannot be determined,14 although hard exudates may not yet be visible if there is no resorption of fluid. Grading is discussed in more detail herein.

**Color fundus photography and en face imaging methods for DR**

Color fundus photography was used to build the ETDRS scale based on seven fields of view for the severity of DR, methodology developed before digital cameras were widely used.31 Many screening methods now use digital photography, particularly nonmydriatic cameras.13 There are a large number of potential variables in different retinal imaging protocols: mydriatic versus nonmydriatic, full color versus only red-free (blue and/or green light) retinal images are acquired or graded, wide-field (30°–45° or more) versus ultrawide-field images (100° or 200°),31,34 number and location of fields of view (one, two, three, or seven different views), stereo versus monophotography, and still versus video used at times by the Joslin Vision Network (JVN). Another important variable is whether the camera requires a high level of operator skill versus an automated camera, which is thought to require less operator skill. When fields larger than about 50° are used, the optical design is not based on spherical optics, and the potentially useful field of view of the periphery is subject to additional optical aberrations and distortion. Photoscreening for DR can also be performed via slit lamp, such as with a 78 or 90 D lens. For all the photographic methods, the images can be graded by the operator, stored digitally, and forwarded to readers, or transmitted live.35

Fluorescein angiography (FA), usually an en face technique, is used to detect leakage from damaged blood-retinal barriers that are common in diabetes, such as damaged capillaries or the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). FA requires the following: injection or ingestion of fluorescein dye that can cause an allergic or other anaphylactic reaction, bright short-wavelength light, and pupil dilation with mydriatic medications that may still not achieve a wide-enough pupil to support excellent results.36 In a recent study of 11,898 fluorescein angiograms, the frequency of nausea, vomiting, dizziness, fainting, and urticaria was low – 0.7%, 0.4%, 0.3%, 0.1%, and 0.2%, respectively – and the sample did not include any cases of myocardial infarction or anaphylactic shock.37 Although oral fluorescein may be safer than the injection method, the expense and risks to the patient usually rule out FA for screening the macula. Indocyanine green angiography (ICGA) provides an improved view of the dark fundus with vessels in high contrast, but the ICG dye leaks less readily,
is expensive, and still has the potential for anaphylactic reaction. Therefore, large-scale screening studies generally do not report angiographic results, and many epidemiological or natural history studies performed outside of clinics do not report these methods either.

Technical considerations for color methods include many practical aspects. What resolution and storage capacity are actually needed, and how can these be reduced? We and others have adopted a measure of 11 µm of retina per pixel. This reduces the number of pixels needed for storage, which for a 30° field in three colors would be less than 3 megapixels. More pixels will not improve the image unless a wider field image is needed, while achieving high contrast in the image is important. Capturing red or green images separately, such as in the Optos (Dunfermline, UK), will increase the contrast in the image, but the two images must then be registered. Achieving uniformity of color balance is difficult over a wide field, and even more difficult over an ultrawide field. Reducing the cost and making cameras more robust and energy-efficient has been made possible by the use of light-emitting diode (LED) sources, and care still must be taken in using bright lights and particularly short wavelengths, as discussed further.

The grading of the images is performed by trained and certified graders in some screening systems, such as described herein by the JVN or EyePACS, or by computer algorithm. The frequency of screening varies, from once per year to a variable interval between screening sessions that depends upon the risk assessment of each patient. For a well-characterized population, the intervals can be shorter than 1 year for patients more at risk and longer for those less at risk, saving costs and the patient’s time.

**Improvement of image contrast by scanning or confocal imaging techniques**

The anterior segment produces unwanted scattered light, which degrades the fundus images and makes the images look less sharp. One method to improve the contrast of images is to scan the light across the fundus, either point by point or line by line, and then to detect the light returning from the fundus from each point or line separately in time and synchronized with the illumination. This well-known scanning technology, providing the basis of such technologies as the scanning laser ophthalmoscope, has been commercialized by a number of vendors. Another optical means to increase image contrast is to use a confocal aperture, which is an opening in the optical path through which the light travels, and is positioned in a plane conjugate to the fundus, so that unwanted scattered light is blocked from other planes of focus or to the sides.

En face images using confocal and scanning technologies are available in such devices as the Spectralis (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany), used alone or to guide other imaging modalities. The retinal images may be of reflected light, or fluorescence, as in the FA or ICGA images (Figures 2–5). The same scanning principle is used in the ultrawide-field Optos models, with a red line and a green line scanned sequentially and the color image built up from the combination, which maintains high color contrast. Scanning technology is used in the MAIA (OptoVue, Pisa, Italy) to improve the contrast of the retinal image during fundus perimetry, but scanning is missing from the imaging of the MP-1 (Nidek, Gamagori, Japan). While many of the scanning and confocal instruments have demonstrated visualization of vessel changes and cystoid macular edema via high-contrast images and scattered-light imaging, the cost is prohibitive for use with screening in some settings or for some applications. Lower-cost technology to sequentially illuminate the fundus without using expensive scanning motors has been demonstrated, using a digital light-projector method. For all the en face methods, the sensitivity depends upon the goal of the screening, which could range from identifying diabetic subjects who may have early signs of DR and should be more closely followed to identifying those patients who require treatment due to sight-threatening retinopathy that requires immediate referral for treatment.

Optical aberrations of the eye can be compensated sufficiently by the fact that very high-resolution en face images of the retina reveal details not visible on clinical examination. Optical aberrations increase significantly with age. A variety of instruments, known as Adaptive Optics imaging, have been developed that produce images with high contrast and high resolution. The best of these devices have resolutions of less than 2 µm laterally across the retina, imaging subcellular structures of blood vessels, finding pathological changes to capillaries in mild DR, and allowing counting of cone photoreceptors. Particle motion can be computed over time, so the retinal vessels, including capillaries, are mapped without the use of contrast agents, such as fluorescein. While these devices may eventually be developed into macular screening devices, the cost of the instrumentation and the skill of the operator have prevented their use in screening to date.
Detection of DME and macular edema from retinal vascular damage

Hard exudates are a sign of current or previous DME that localize the residue from serous leakage from damaged capillaries, although they may not indicate the exact location of vascular damage that is the source. DME is considered absent if there is no apparent retinal thickening or hard exudates in the posterior pole, mild if the hard exudates or edema are distant from the center of the macula, moderate if the exudates or thickening approach but do not involve the center, and severe if the exudates or thickening involve the center of the macula. Clinically significant macular edema occurs at the rank of severe, when there is any of the following: 1) thickening of the retina involving the center of the macula, 2) hard exudates at or within 500 µm of the center of the macula with thickening of the adjacent retina, or 3) a zone of retinal thickening one disk area or larger, which is within one disk diameter of the center of the retina.46 As stereophotography, biomicroscopic examination, or slit-lamp examination are needed to clarify retinal thickening in many cases, the presence of hard exudates is considered a biomarker.

Proliferative retinopathy, severe nonproliferative retinopathy, and clinically significant macular edema are considered sight-threatening retinopathies for the purposes of epidemiological studies, but the damage to the retina has already occurred in some eyes when patients are classified with only mild or moderate nonproliferative retinopathy.2,40 A variety of vascular diseases negatively affect the retina, and vein occlusions also lead to macular edema. The MESA (Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis) graded photographs from a 45° nonmydriatic digital fundus camera: the prevalence of any retinopathy was 33.2% and macular edema 9.0%.59 The prevalence of any DR and macular edema, respectively, was significantly higher in blacks and Hispanics than in whites and Chinese.50

Cross-sectional imaging and volume-imaging methods for detection of DME and other macular pathology

Improved axial resolution and contrast for detecting DME and other macular pathology is provided by OCT (Figures 1–5 and 8). This technique uses the interference pattern of light returning from the fundus and a reference to measure the optical path length of fundus structures, and reports the relative distances between borders of retinal layers that differ sufficiently in refractive index.36,51,52 DME is typically documented by central macular thickness or central retinal thickness in micrometers, or measures of volume of a specific retina region. Modern spectral domain OCT demonstrates more layers and documents damage between and within retinal layers, compared with older techniques33–35 (Figures 1 and 8). There are numerous configurations and vendors that provide axial resolutions of about 7 µm in the retina. Small cystic changes are readily observed from the individual scans.

OCT is largely performed with near-infrared light, and does not require the injection of contrast agents. Therefore, the detection and management of DME is largely performed by OCT, with FA and ICGA being used for dramatically fewer tests per year.56

The relation of retinal thickness measures to retinal health is not simple. Vitreoretinal traction can distort and thicken the retina, sometimes leading to macular edema that is unrelated to diabetes. On the other hand, retinal thinning occurs with damage to neural layers.57 The lateral resolution of OCT has been limited by the speed of data acquisition, and the need to reduce the test times and register images to correct for eye movements, rather than being limited by optical principles. The characterization of retinal vessel pathology has not been a priority, because of the lack of resolution to produce detailed en face images. In a screening study of macular pathology by use of telemedicine and OCT, community optometrists in the UK did not have to be concerned with DR lesions, since these were screened by another referral pathway.58 Recently, new methods of increasing data-acquisition speed, along with new data-analysis methods, can be used to compute particle motion through blood vessels.59,60 This OCT angiography requires no dye, but visualizes capillaries and retinal and choroidal vascular pathology.

Detection of vision impairment through functional testing for DR and DME

It has long been established that there is neural damage caused by the presence of excess glucose and glucose by-products, by failure of the inner retinal and outer retinal blood–brain barriers, and by the more readily detected damage to blood vessels.29 Therefore, abnormal cone function occurs without clinical signs of retinopathy in patients with 20/20 VA,1 and decreased retinal responsivity as measured by multifocal electoretinography predicts future macular edema;61 two of the many ways to detect damage to macular function. Due to the cost and necessity of trained operators, neither of these sensitive methods has been used in screening.
Figure 8 Retinal imaging of DR and DME more severe than can be detected by a dilated fundus examination.

Notes: (A) Capillary loops and hairpins and a microaneurysm shown with AO-SLO imaging, which are features too small to be detected with the resolution of direct or indirect ophthalmic examination. The fiducial mark is 25 µm on the retina. Image provided by Dr Stephen Burns, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN, USA. (B) Long-standing DME with RPE changes too subtle to be seen with direct or indirect ophthalmic examination for several years, while readily localized with four different types of confocal and laser-scanning instruments in the laboratory. The visual symptoms were consistent with the laboratory results, and eventually the DME could be seen on examination. Here is shown the en face image from a commercial SD-OCT. (C) Corresponding cross-sectional scan from SD-OCT, showing cystic spaces and damage to the photoreceptor layer.

Abbreviations: DR, diabetic retinopathy; DME, diabetic macular edema; AO-SLO, adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; SD-OCT, spectral domain optical coherence tomography.

Recent macular function differences between diabetic patient groups and also from normal data were found with a much less expensive technology, Smith–Kettlewell Institute low luminance (SKILL) cards, which is a series of cards to test monocular high-contrast VA (white chart and black letters) and low contrast, low-luminance VA (dark chart with slightly darker letters). The SKILL score was calculated as the difference between dark-chart and light-chart acuities and was corrected for age.62 These cards are sufficiently easy to administer and have normative data over a wide range of ages. As with previous methods, the SKILL cards demonstrated vision-function changes in diabetes in the absence of clinically evident retinopathy. Reduced macular function was found in DR, while high-contrast VA remained unchanged. This type of sensitive, inexpensive, and easy-to-administer test provides a potential basis for macular screening based on function.

Aging and AMD

Age is well known to be an important risk factor for the main sight-threatening disorders that affect the macula, such as AMD, DR, glaucoma, vitreoretinal traction, and macular hole.63,64 AMD is widely recognized as the primary cause of permanent vision loss in industrialized countries and
in many countries in which refractive error is corrected, but
the incidence and prevalence varies widely with ethnic group
and geographic location.464

While AMD is a multifactorial disease, the fundamental
lesions of AMD lie beneath the retinal surface. A primary
locus of damage occurs when there is local inflammation
or a failure of normal lipid metabolism within the RPE, 
Bruch’s membrane, or choroidal endothelium.65,66 Lipid and
protein debris builds within Bruch’s membrane, invades the
RPE, and can even reach the retina when there is sufficient
disruption of tissues. The material forms a barrier to normal
molecule transport to support the photoreceptors. There is
damage to the overlying photoreceptors, which depend upon
the RPE and choroid for metabolic support, renewal of outer
segments by phagocytosis, and removal of waste products
and excess fluid.

The photoreceptors may become severely damaged in
both structure and function, with abnormally low amounts of
cone photopigment despite 20/20 VA,1 given their high
metabolic demands and need for repair. However, at least
some cones survive despite missing RPE.67 The relatively
higher reflectivity of the overlying retina compared with the
RPE, along with poor anterior-segment media that become
common with advancing age, make early detection and clinici-
management more difficult.

The international classification of the stages of sever-
ity of AMD includes both the size of the yellowish-white
deposits within Bruch’s membrane, drusen, and pigmentary
changes to the RPE, through the exudative forms, based on
color fundus photography.68 Drusen are a hallmark of AMD
and aid in screening, because the high refractive index
difference between the lipids and proteins in drusen com-
pared with the surrounding retina make drusen look bright
(Figure 2). Other types of deposits, such as basal laminar
deposits and basal linear deposits, are too thin to be seen in
a reliable manner with any method. For fundus areas within
two disk diameters from the fovea in either eye, a grade of
“no apparent aging changes” is given when there are no
drusen and no AMD pigmentary abnormalities. Normal
aging changes are graded when there are drusen ≤63 µm
and no AMD pigmentary abnormalities, but drusen >63 µm
but ≤125 µm signify early AMD. Intermediate AMD is
graded for drusen >125 µm and/or any AMD pigmentary
abnormalities. Late AMD is neovascular AMD and/or any
geographic atrophy (GA). Exudation in AMD can take many
forms: cystoid macular edema, diffuse macular edema,
and pigment epithelial detachment can all be found with
AMD, along with the usually extensive lesions found in
retinal vascular anomalous complex or retinal angiomatos
proliferation69,70 and polypoidal neovascularization (Figure 3).
These clinical entities should be considered also as late AMD,
being exudative even if new vessels cannot be visualized.

The success of screening for all these categories of AMD
depends on the goal of detection. At present, the treatments
for early AMD are not yet proven, and therefore screening
with genetics or for treatments has not been advised.70 Using
modern scanning and confocal en face imaging, particularly
with near-infrared light, far more and a larger extent of
drusen, exudation, and related tissue damage are seen than
with color fundus photography.71–73 Hyperpigmentation,
which is a key variable in the international classification,
is well visualized in near-infrared and red wavelengths.
Adopting techniques with longer wavelengths has the poten-
tial to improve the detection of these key features, particu-
larly in the presence of cataracts or dark fundi. Similarly,
using modern OCT techniques, drusen, exudation, and other
pathological changes are not only readily seen (Figure 2B),
but can be automatically detected compared with the normal
retina.74 While all the commercially available versions of
these devices are at present costly, the very short test times
and robustness through the poor media of older eyes argue
for incorporating them into screening systems.

As with DR, the use of imaging modalities to obtain
fluorescence measures, such as FA and ICGA, incorporates
risks and requires expert operators. Fundus autofluorescence
(FAF), whether stimulated by visible wavelengths or near-
infrared light, avoids the use of injected or ingested contrast
agents, but depends upon intrinsic fluorophores.75 One intrin-
sic fluorophore is lipofuscin, which has components derived
from the photopigment cycle and builds up with aging in
the RPE. Patchy FAF is seen in AMD, particularly prior to
choroidal neovascularization (CNV).76,77 The time and skill
needed to acquire FAF images are far less than with FA or
ICG, but at present the equipment is still costly and requires
pupil dilation. The amount of light needed to excite the weak
intrinsic fluorophores is considerable, particularly when short
wavelengths are used, and has been shown to produce changes
in animal models.78

Early detection for the growth of new vessels is quite
different from GA, since CNV can lead rapidly to decreased
vision, and damage to the retina can be lessened if the
growth of the new vessel network is halted by treatment.
Optometrists can play a crucial role in the ongoing eye care of
patients with AMD. Management in the early stages, prompt
referral, and follow-up after treatment are all important roles.
In management, there is a lack of long-term success in many
patients treated with injectables to reduce new blood-vessel growth in exudative AMD. The problem lies in the fact that the stimulus for new blood-vessel growth is still present, given that the retina is living but perfusion is poor. The present anti-VEGF treatments also decrease normal vessels, and not just the unwanted neovascularization. GA is now known to increase in prevalence and size in patients with repeated injections of anti-VEGF drugs to reduce neovascularization. Therefore, there is a need for accurate testing to minimize the potential for overtreatment, and in this case screening for new blood vessels should not have a high rate of false positives.

**Myopia and visual impairment in pediatric and adult populations**

High myopia and degenerative myopia are also significant risk factors of visual impairment, increasing in older individuals. Evidence for myopia as the most frequent cause of low vision when cataract is not an issue comes from widespread parts of the world, including both urban and rural areas of the People’s Republic of China, including study participants who are largely farmers and presumably spend considerable time outdoors and not doing close work. The Netherlands has different rates of AMD being the chief cause of visual impairment, depending on refractive status, with degeneration myopia as the chief cause for highly myopic individuals. With treatments for reducing the progression of myopia under investigation, early identification of myopic changes may eventually reduce the amount of abnormally long axial length, which would then reduce the incidence of myopic degeneration.

In pediatric populations, refractive error accounts for the majority of failures to reach VA normal for a given age. Visual impairment was noted in only two of 1,118 patients (0.2%) from ocular pathology in the Sydney Eye Study, and six of 3,835 patients in the Multi-Ethnic Pediatric Eye Disease Study Group from Los Angeles, California. Therefore, the emphasis of vision screening in most pediatric populations has been to reduce amblyopia. With the recent availability of instrument-based vision screening for pediatric populations, photoscreening and handheld autorefractors become a useful, elective option for children between 6 months to 3 years of age. Older children younger than 4 years are recommended for screening.

The polarization properties of the Henle fiber layer are used for retinal birefringence screening for strabismus and amblyopia in infants, with the relative location of each fovea mapped. Better sensitivity was found than with an autorefractor, offering the potential for earlier treatment.

**Retinopathy of prematurity**

The numbers of patients with ocular pathology and VA less than normal is substantially higher when low-birth-weight and premature infants are screened. For premature or low-birth-weight infants, there can be pathological retinal changes when the blood vessels fail to develop normally. The rate of ROP depends upon the criterion for severity, but the incidence for any ROP was 68% among infants of <1,251 g. A review of the literature indicates that in the less severe stages of ROP, spontaneous regression of symptoms is common, but MSVI is more likely to occur in the more severe stages, particularly in untreated eyes. This is consistent with the potential in the early stages of ROP for downregulation over time of the growth factors that drive angiogenesis in the developing eye. Screening with retinal imaging has been used to detect ROP. The level of agreement between the grading of retinal images in infants and retinal examination is similar to the agreement between two examiners. There is an increased proportion of myopia and high myopia in children who have been diagnosed with ROP, which continues through at least age 6 years, whether they were treated or not. The eyes of patients who had ROP can fail to develop normal foveal pits. Therefore, patients with low weight or who were premature may have visual impairment, and are at risk for further myopic changes. Similarly, patients with a family history of retinal degeneration are at higher risk for such conditions as retinitis pigmentosa and Stargardt's disease. However, while a carefully obtained history is useful, it cannot detect all of the wide range of genetic disorders, because a number of these are recessive or have unknown inheritance patterns.

**Macular function measured with visual acuity, Amsler grid, fixation stability, and other tests**

VA, which measures visual performance for high-contrast targets, usually black letters or symbols on a white background, requires testing under strict lighting levels. This is provided by testing indoors with controlled lighting, but is also possible by blocking unwanted light from reaching the patient's head or the eye chart. A variety of electronic methods of VA measurement are now available in which the subject views a computer screen, and are reliable enough to have been incorporated into treatment trials and longitudinal studies.
Given a primary locus of damage at the photoreceptor/RPE level, a variety of tests have been developed to screen for damage due to AMD. Among the many potential tests, ones involving flicker have high sensitivity because of the lack of stimulus degradation by the scattered light from the anterior segment of older eyes. Dark adaptation has been suggested, but does not fit the requirements for screening, because it needs a considerable amount of test time and adaptation of the patient to constant illumination, plus control of room illumination.

Macular function tests that vary in spatial content include well-known measures, such as VA, Amsler grid, contrast sensitivity, SKILL cards, and others. A systematic review of the Amsler grid indicates a potential use in screening, particularly given its familiarity and low cost. Contrast sensitivity and SKILL cards are clearly impacted by cataracts and other media problems, but do provide functional assessments that may be valuable in understanding a patient’s capabilities.

Two popular methods of testing contrast sensitivity are the Pelli–Robson and Mars charts. SKILL cards are predictive of future vision loss in an aging population. The Berkeley Rudimentary Vision Test provides quantification of not only the range of VA covered by letter charts but also the range of VA experienced by individuals with visual impairment.

This test uses printed cards that are readily administered with little training, along with a forced-choice response required of the patient, which makes them useful for screening. The poorer VA is probed by high-contrast gratings of increasing widths, and the poorest VA is determined by large squares, so that VAs normally given such names as “count fingers” can be quantified. This type of spatial task may be influenced by aging changes to the macula, beyond optical changes, since the density of cones decreases with age.

Another type of test that is less influenced by anterior-segment media surprisingly involves spatial vision, but instead of being based on VA, the basis is Vernier acuity, which can be configured to depend minimally with age. Vernier acuity, also known as hyperacuity, requires the judgment of whether dots or lines form a straight row or are offset, rather than requiring the detection of minimum angle of resolution (MAR). This could have advantages for both missing photoreceptor patches and distortion of photoreceptors, due to their elevation by the growth of the new vessels beneath them. This type of judgment is similar to an Amsler grid, but has only one horizontal or vertical line presented at a time. The hyperacuity technique forms the basis of the preferential hyperacuity-perimetry test, which has had promising results in home use for patients at risk for developing CNV and in screening studies.

Handheld devices, such as the iPad, iBook, Kindle, and others, have been used for acuity, contrast sensitivity, visual fields, and other tests, in addition to VA tests that are already electronic.

Fundus perimetry, often referred to as microperimetry when the macula is the emphasis of testing, is common for AMD. Tasks reporting functional deficits in fixation stability, as well as loss of sensitivity, are performed with instrumentation that provides a view of the fundus while visual stimuli are presented, and have been recently reviewed. To date, though, these devices have a cost that is too high for screening at most locations. Similarly, decreased reading speed is a functional deficit that is important in patients with AMD, and reading speed measured with the MP-1 depends upon fixation stability. Therefore, fixation stability, which is objective and is a far less complex task to perform and grade compared with reading, could potentially be measured instead of or along with other measures of spatial vision.

**Optical artifacts in screening: ocular media, pupil size, chromatic aberration, and ocular pigmentation**

There are a number of reasons for failure of screening in individual patients due to ocular artifacts. Ocular media artifacts, such as the aging lens and the development of cataracts, reduce the amount of light both reaching the retina and also returning from the retina. Cataractous lenses can take on a variety of patterns, and have pathological changes that differ according to the anatomical structures that are involved, leading to screening failures. There are increased optical aberrations affecting both visual function measures and the retinal image observed or acquired in screening. The prevalence of cataracts increases with age, and particularly in some diseases, such as diabetes, or retinal degenerations, such as retinitis pigmentosa. The prevalence of cataracts increases with exposure to the sun. Therefore, cataracts can interfere with the testing of a large portion of individuals who most need screening, including diabetic patients, older individuals, individuals who work largely outdoors without eye protection, and individuals living in developing nations. Cataracts are often the main cause of visual impairment, and thus interfere with correct assessment of macular function through screening when the health of the retina is the object of the test. If visual performance is the goal of the screening, such as whether visual impairment is present, then measures could be influenced by the reduction of visual function in the presence of cataracts.

The effects of cataracts include blur, reduced VA, and reduced contrast sensitivity, and also a change in the
spectral content of light reaching the retina and available in retinal imaging. There is a relative reduction of light transmission through the lens for shorter wavelengths. The short-wavelength light that provides the blue color in photographs is absorbed more than longer-wavelength light. Therefore, function tests requiring the patient to make judgments of fine spatial patterns or color discriminations involving blue stimuli are affected, as are tests that have short-wavelength stimulation. This has been a criticism of techniques that use short-wavelength illumination alone or in comparison with longer-wavelength light. Examples include blue-on-yellow perimetry if absolute measures of blue sensitivity are required, heterochromatic flicker techniques, and a variety of imaging methods for fluorescence, autofluorescence, ocular pigmentation, and blood flow. The impact of cataracts on macular function is difficult to predict precisely, due to the variations in refractive indices across the lens and the differing patterns of opacity and color, but a recent review discusses the interaction of cataracts and visual function testing in AMD.

A well-known strategy to reduce the effects of cataracts on measurement is the measurement of VA through a pinhole, which reduces the area of the lens through which the light passes and thus the relative defocus of light rays reaching the retina. This will not provide improvement in testing with opaque lenses. The use of longer-wavelength visible light provides a test that can be used in more individuals, whether the test is flicker, fundus perimetry, or retinal imaging. The use of near-infrared light, too long in wavelength to be seen on examination but passing more readily through cataracts, can now be used with advanced instrumentation for retinal imaging.

The pupil of the eye is small compared to the size of the globe, so that pupil size places severe limitations on the amount of light that can be used to illuminate the retina for visual function or viewing and the light returning when examining the retina or acquiring images. The light returning through the pupil from the retina is thought to be at best 1%, but depends on wavelength, location on the fundus, ocular pigmentation, and optical methodology. This leads to variability in vision function tests and retinal imaging for similar reasons. A small pupil is an artifact that particularly impacts the older population. In room illumination, pupil size varies considerably across patients: a 2 mm-diameter pupil is common in 70-year-old patients, but a much larger pupil is found on average in younger subjects. In dim illumination, the radius of a 70-year-old pupil can be 1 mm or less and the pupil for the younger eye can readily dilate to a radius of 4 mm, which is 16 times more light entering and exiting through the pupil for the younger eye. This is more than 1 log unit less light, impacting any function test that requires a specific level of light. For relatively dim illumination, a visual function test that is mainly cone stimulation for the patient with the larger pupil would have the potential for rod involvement for the patient with the smaller pupil. Although the contrast would remain the same for the large pupil and small pupil, the overall adaptation level is dramatically different, and could lead to differences in test results.

A time-honored method for reducing the unwanted effects of small or variable pupil are to use an artificial pupil the size of the smallest pupil expected, which is simple but is an inefficient use of light and can result in field-of-view restrictions due to vignetting. The artificial pupil can serve as a pinhole, in which case the effects of optical defocus are reduced. Another method is to use Maxwellian-view stimulation to reduce the potential effects of pupil size and variability across the human lens. The optical arrangement in the Maxwellian view usually uniformly illuminates a plane in the pupil that contains an optical artificial pupil, which is then optically imaged in the plane of the natural pupil. The exit pupil of the optical system is an image of the effective light source, which is usually adjusted to be entirely within the patient’s natural pupil. Results in spatial tests are similar to those from artificial pupils without the extra optics, but the problems of vignetting are reduced, although defocus can still play a role in test results.

For imaging, the light level with a small pupil may be too low to provide adequate retinal images. Many instruments have a small pupil setting, which increases the level of illumination or the gain of the detector so that an image can be captured. However, there is still the issue of variability for overall brightness and image quality among patients with different pupil sizes. The use of screening devices that are truly nonmydriatic, meaning having a small entrance pupil and not requiring dilating drops, is often emphasized in fundus cameras and other imaging instruments. The safety for pupil dilation must be readily assessed in a screening situation. In the presence of trained eye care providers or a population at low risk for angle closure, the benefits of dilation may outweigh the risks. However, the risk of dilation for screening are increased if the sterility of the eyedrops cannot be guaranteed or there is an anterior-segment lesion that would provide a pathway into the globe for pathogens present on the eye or adnexa. For some patients, such as those with shallow angles, who require medications for glaucoma, or are pregnant or nursing, the overall safety is unknown.
The amount and duration of pupil constriction is influenced by the wavelength and overall energy in the light stimulation to the retina. Melanopsin-containing ganglion cells, known as intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells, are now known to contribute significantly to the pupillary light reflex. The absorption spectrum peaks in the short-wavelength region of the spectrum, ie, where lights appear blue, and is broad and overlaps the spectra for rods and cones. There is a sustained, poststimulus constriction that is driven largely by intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cell absorption and action. A light flash containing short wavelengths leads to pupil constriction down to 3 mm that lasts longer than 45 seconds if sufficiently bright or long enough. The pupil constriction is greater for a blue flash than for a red flash with a similar number of quanta/second, as well as lasting longer.

There are large individual differences in fundus pigmentation, both across an individual’s retina and among individuals. For the human fundus, the primary absorbers outside the fovea are melanin and blood. Melanin increases in absorption with decreasing wavelength throughout the visible spectrum. The contrast in retinal screening images is largely obtained by contrast of the absorption of the retinal vessels compared with the adjacent retina. The absorption spectra of blood components varies with wavelength, absorbing overall more in shorter wavelengths than in the near-infrared portion of the spectrum, but with both increases and decreases as wavelength decreases and differences due to oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin. In darkly pigmented eyes, such as those found in minority patients in the US and many developing countries, dark irises are common, and this is accompanied by dark choroidal pigmentation. In some eyes, there is 100 times more light returned at longer wavelengths than shorter ones. The light returning from the choroid retroilluminates the retina and contributes to the contrast of the fundus seen on exam or with retinal images. When there is significant absorption of light by melanin, the contrast between the blood vessels and the fundus is reduced, particularly at short wavelengths.

The largest differences in absorption across wavelengths are often in the fovea, which is a particularly important region for screening. The fovea has absorption due to macular pigments, lutein, and zeaxanthin. The amount of absorption due to macular pigment and melanin varies greatly with wavelength and eccentricity from the fovea, with more than 1 log of variation among individuals. The spatial distribution of absorption can change with age, with the central foveal region having less absorption, which is consistent with changes in foveal morphology and relatively fewer foveal cones being present in the older eyes. Therefore, for short-wavelength imaging, macular pigment not only blocks the view of the fundus in the fovea more for some patients than others but also blocks the view in a different pattern across the fundus.

Chromatic aberration is well known to the optometrist, when light that appears red is focused more deeply in the eye compared with light that appears green. The size of the blur circle for longer wavelengths is larger than for shorter wavelengths when the shorter wavelengths are in good focus on the retina. Chromatic aberration has effects in both axial and lateral directions. The amount differs considerably among individuals, with a 2.5 D difference not uncommon between short wavelengths and long ones in the visible portion of the spectrum and the near-infrared portion of the spectrum. The effects of lateral chromatic aberration increase with increasing eccentricity or field size. Near the fovea, the failure in alignment of blue and yellow stimuli may be so small that there is little practical effect, but at 40° from the fovea, the alignment differences can be 15 µm. When considering any wide-field test, whether visual function or retinal imaging, chromatic aberration must be taken into account. For instance, for ultrawide fields, the displacement laterally is so large that it can be more than a pixel at the edge of the field if the full visible spectrum is used. Based on human data, achromatizing lenses can be built to overcome the average chromatic aberration of the human eye for both visible wavelength light and extended into the near infrared for modern instrumentation. There are still individual differences, and most of these designs have not been aimed at use in wide-field or ultrawide-field applications.

**Light control and light safety**

Light control and light safety are key requirements of screening methods. Presentation of visual stimuli must be performed in the appropriate lighting conditions to achieve results that are comparable to normative data. Large individual differences in tests as simple as VA or contrast sensitivity occur due to light level, and this interacts with refractive error and age, with older subjects and myopes often not reaching peak visual performance in dim conditions. Similarly, patients who are exposed to bright lights or have recently been exposed to bright lights without adequate time to adapt to the lighting specified for a specific test may perform poorly. Beyond neural adaptation, the photopigments in rods and cones may have been bleached by the exposure to bright lights in aging, AMD, several retinal degenerations, and retinal conditions that may be undetected, such as central
serous chorioretinopathy, and require significant time for photopigment to be regenerated. For functional impairment, though, dim lighting, low contrast, optical blur, or exposure to bright lights reveal performance deficits that may be present for individuals in daily conditions and with their habitual refractive status. Dim-lighting conditions are effectively even dimmer when subjects have small pupils due to aging or previous exposure to bright lights.

Light-safety standards have been altered since the introduction of many ophthalmic examination devices, which may not yet have been retired from service. There are many proposed mechanisms of how light damages the retina. The short-wavelength light used for FA and autofluorescence can be bright enough to lead to retinal damage, and at times also color or red-free fundus photography, if not constrained in light level and exposure duration. The availability of bright lights in the short-wavelength region has become possible with blue and white light LEDs. A typical peak maximum for the blue emission in LEDs is 470 nm or shorter. This is shorter than is needed for FA or autofluorescence. The apparent color of fundus features on direct or indirect retinal exam depends upon the light source of the instrument and ocular pigmentation. There is broadband absorption of all of the absorbers in the human ocular fundus and very short-wavelength illumination is neither necessary nor as safe as using somewhat longer wavelengths. In addition, due to the broadband spectra of the absorbers in the fundus, only a few select wavelengths are needed to accurately measure specific molecular content, so long as fundus pigmentation is taken into account. Consequently, the simplification of retinal imaging-wavelength protocols, careful light calibration, and shifting when possible to longer-wavelength light can lead to less light exposure and therefore more safety.

Resolution

The optics of the human eye result in limits on the resolution of the image formation on the retina. This limitation affects the crispness and clarity of the image that a patient can see for macular function testing, and also the resolution of a retinal image. The optical resolution is generally better nearer the fovea and decreases with increasing eccentricity. The optical resolution depends upon the quality of the anterior-segment optics, including not only cornea, lens, and vitreous clarity but also the evenness of the tear film. The acquisition and storage of imaging data, unless they are acquired with the use of adaptive optics or other methods to achieve wave-front aberration does not require high pixel densities, with a lateral resolution of about 11 μm on the retina being adequate for screening purposes. In the axial direction, spectral domain OCT devices produce such scans as those shown in Figures 1–5, having about 7 μm per pixel.

As technology advances, there may be a clinical need for the higher-resolution devices, but cost-effectiveness remains a goal of screening, particularly when the goal is the accuracy of referral of patients to a center of expertise.

Who does the screening?

When telecommunications alleviate the issue of distance between the patients and referral eye care providers, expert graders, or diagnosticians, this method of care delivery is known as telemedicine, and its history and some of the strategies have been recently reviewed. A wider range of activities may be present in teleophthalmology, including not only the store-and-forward method of acquiring images and other data and sending for analysis but also hybrid examination of patients using imaging or voice feeds and consultations during examinations. Technology ranges from high-quality cameras that may be based in permanent locations to handheld devices that can include cell phone technology. Cell phone-based cameras have the potential to be safely used with respect to light levels, but do not readily produce high-quality images that are necessary in screening, for reasons discussed herein.

Optometrists can have a variety of positions within these systems. Governmental and educational institutions, as well as nongovernmental organizations, such as the Lions Club, play important roles in screening to face the enormous challenge of reducing visual impairment. Screening may be accomplished via individual effort. Screening may be performed by such programs as EyePACS (Figure 6), by building up a network of equipped sites in primary care practices or eye care sites, in cooperation with a variety of entities, such as county clinics and health care providers.

EyePACS uses store-and-forward electronic consult technology: digital images are taken in one setting (such as a clinic) and sent electronically to a provider in another location for interpretation. EyePACS is a clinically validated, low-cost, web-based system designed for DR screening in community health clinics. The EyePACS system allows clinics to capture and upload digital images of a patient’s retina to the secure EyePACS website for interpretation by a trained clinician in a remote location. This distributed network allows the system to link primary care providers with eye care providers regardless of their physical location. Digital retinal photography coupled with remote assessment of DR through telemedicine is an accurate and cost-effective way to increase...
patient compliance with the annual screening by moving the retinal evaluation to a primary care setting. The EyePACS panel of certified, credentialed, and licensed ophthalmologists and optometrists has provided over 250,000 consultations in over 360 clinics to date. The cost of retinal screening to generate referrals for patients with DR is substantially lower than individual office visits per patient: $49.95 versus $77.80. 149

In the US, another large screening network is the JVN, which is linked with a hospital and provides validated image-acquisition methodology and certified graders of photographs. 150 Retinal image data are combined with evaluations that also include medical and care history to identify risk factors that influence eye-disease onset and progression and care management, including blood pressure and blood glucose measurements, such as with glycated hemoglobin. Typically, nonmydriatic images of the retinas are acquired in a physician’s, endocrinologist’s, or ophthalmologist’s office, then transmitted securely to the Joslin Reading and Evaluation Center. The Joslin team also reports ocular pathologies other than DR. There are two important components other than screening, which include 1) evaluation and care summaries that are returned to the ophthalmologist or primary care physician within 2 business days and 2) educational material that may also be presented during the imaging process to help patients understand how diabetes management affects vision. This vision-screening service is often performed in combination with a governmental agency, such as the US Veterans Administration or US Indian Health Service, in over 70 sites and 20 states.

Screening for DR is also addressed by mobile units with onboard equipment. In a recent study from a specific geographic location in Finland, the eye care-treatment providers in each district worked closely with a mobile screening unit, leading to marked reductions in the incidence of visual impairment due to DR. 151 There was also high reliability in grading of the 14,866 photographs that made up the study.

Volunteer organizations have long played a role in vision screenings, such as VOSH 152 (Figure 7). In the 2013 annual campaign to serve Guanajuato, Mexico, approximately 2,500 patients were screened. During this campaign, a team of 50, including optometrists and faculty, 32 optometry students, and employees of the clinic in Silao, Guanajuato dispensed around 1,700 pairs of glasses, and referred over 350 patients for surgery. This type of campaign is planned in close association with the state, so that patient selection, recruitment and transportation from several villages, as well as follow-up care, are provided. Screening this number of patients requires 5,000–10,000 ft² (929 m²) of light-controlled space for exams and testing, plus an additional 10,000 ft² for the triage, waiting, and other functions, which range from tent space to a permanent structure. With supervision by residents, alumni, and faculty, patients are rotated through stations of preliminary workup by the beginning students, direct and indirect ophthalmoscopy by the intermediate students and under supervision by an optometrist, and intraocular pressure (IOP) and ocular disease station led by third-year students and residents. Dispensary activities are undertaken by all students. A variety of conditions are discovered via screening: pterygium, pinguecula, keratoconus, dermoid cysts, corneal edema, skin carcinomas and melanomas, corneal ulcers, posterior subcapsular and nuclear sclerosis cataracts, congenital cataracts, asteroid hyalosis, DR, glaucomas, pseudoexfoliation syndrome, degenerative myopias, staphylomas, retinitis pigmentosa, strabismus and amblyopia, and nystagmus.

The World Health Organization describes several achievements in eye care by individual nations, including that since 1995 India has made funds available for eye care-service provision for the poorest at the district level. 6 Despite the large number of individuals with diabetes in India – 65,100,000 153 – there is not a nationwide screening program in India. 153 India has several distinct examples of screening embedded into comprehensive eye care that serve specific geographic regions.

One example of a complete eye care system in which the screening is tightly linked with the provision of care, is the LV Prasad Eye Institute pyramidal model of eye-care service delivery. 154 This model is hierarchical, in which there are “vision health guardians” from the community who are trained to create community awareness, conduct school and community screenings, distribute spectacles, screen for diabetes and hypertension, and work in coordination with other cadre of community health workers, and serve a specific population of 5,000. The next tier is the vision center, which is a primary care-service delivery unit for a population of 50,000, with vision technicians trained for a year post-high school in refraction, recognition, and referral. The next tier is the secondary care-level hospital, where a team of eye care personnel provide comprehensive eye care examinations, and diagnosis and treatment of all eye conditions. The top two tiers include a tertiary center to serve 5,000,000 people, and a center of excellence to serve 50,000,000 people, providing tertiary care, training, eye banking, low-vision rehabilitation, and research.

The Aravind Medical Research Foundation is a World Health Organization Collaborating Center for Prevention of Blindness. The Aravind screening activities include a
wide range of activities, with large-scale publications using examination by trained eye care specialists rather than largely store-and-forward activities of photographic screening that were expensive at study onset. However, an inexpensive smartphone with a 78 or 90 D lens, mounted on a slit lamp, has been described to transmit a fundus image to an expert center. To serve a geographical region, specific camps have been set up to screen high-risk individuals, with examinations given onsite. The yield of patients with DR by this method was high – 20.4% – even though these patients largely knew that they were diabetic. Although treatment was provided at the base hospital, less than a quarter of the subjects with moderate-to-severe nonproliferative retinopathy or proliferative retinopathy presented for the follow-up examination within 2 months. Screening was viewed as a short-term strategy to increase awareness, with the focus on improving patient flow to eye care centers for sustained coverage.

The prevalence of specific conditions has led to the decision to screen the general population in some countries. As described earlier, diabetes is prevalent in the population in many geographic areas. For example, the goal of the DR-screening program of Public Health England is to offer all people aged 12 years and over regular eye examinations for DR, including minority individuals.

This can be considered a closed-loop system, in which feedback for improvement at reaching the population and assessing accuracy can be computed. Similarly, in the Aravind screening camps, the data and potential treatment can be closely associated, allowing for the initial assessment to be evaluated by the eye care providers who are responsible for treatment.

This method and the head-to-head comparison with methods that are considered the standard provides the potential to assess the accuracy of screening results. For instance, a specific nonmydriatic method does not work acceptably in a population with dark fundi and possible effects of exposure to the sun, but this might not be the case for other nonmydriatic methods.

Throughout this review, there has been an emphasis on clarifying the goal of screening, and how this affects the interpretation of the results. For the example of DR, screening programs must be both accurate and reliable with high sensitivity (the proportion of subjects with the disease who have a positive diagnostic test) and specificity (the proportion of subjects without the disease who have a negative test) in detecting the main causes of vision loss in diabetes. As described earlier, these causes are clinically significant macular edema and severe nonproliferative or proliferative DR. However, published studies report a variety of findings, with the criteria varying between assessing microaneurysm counts, detecting patients with any DR, grading of DR, or categorizing referable DR or sight-threatening DR. Reliability is often not reported. The British Diabetic Association has recommended sensitivity and specificity rates of 80%. Clearly, screening results in dark fundi with ungradable images >30% and sensitivity and specificity not exceeding 63% and 69%, respectively, indicate a method that is not optimized for that population.

The risk of the screening test per se is small in DR screening when nonmydriatic methods are used. The risk of failure to identify cases at risk, ie, false negatives, is much higher, given that early treatment is effective for both DR and DME.

The risk of incorrectly identifying normal cases as having DR or DME, ie, false positives, leads to overreferral. While false positives of DR or DME lead to an inefficient use of resources, a patient’s having a dilated examination and more careful assessment that is given by screening is of low risk to the patient unless they are critically ill. The dilated examination and extra emphasis on health care are potentially of some benefit for a diabetic patient. The same argument cannot be made for false positives for ROP in infants with very precarious health. The consequences of false negatives, ie, of missing neovascularization, can likewise be severe. However, the false positives are also extremely important, because a full ophthalmic examination of these infants has real risks, and the prevalence of retinopathy that does not regress is relatively low.

The many roles of an optometrist
The role of the optometrist can take many forms, in three broad categories. First, the optometrist and staff can provide screening that leads to a comprehensive examination or referral for a specific issue. One option is screening patients at a satellite location or specific location where high-risk patients are, followed by a referral to the office for a more comprehensive examination or treatment. The referral location may be the optometrist’s own practice or on-site station in a screening campaign. The referral is usually to a location with a higher level of equipment and sufficient time to complete the more thorough examination. One type of screening is a focused screening of patients living in a retirement community, who may have mobility issues or lack transportation, or patients having health issues that lead to risks in attending even routine appointments.

A second type of screening is a screening campaign to a specific geographic location, such as a VOSH trip, with
specific team members assigned to triage patients to stations that distribute spectacles while other stations provide a retinal examination. It has been argued that the distribution of spectacles interferes with the financial support of local solutions for refractive correction, but efficient spectacle distribution can draw in screening patients, who can then have an eye care professional knowledgeably explain that their visual impairment is due to DR.

A third type is a screening network, in which a larger number of sites for screening or referral use common resources or methods. The network may be organized as a series of nodes connected to one or more central reading or treatment centers, or it may be organized in a hierarchical manner.

In these types of screening, the roles of the optometrist are similar, in that there is a screening component outside the comprehensive-examination mode of practice in offices or clinics specialized for eye care. The referral for the patient does not necessarily involve any personnel from a specific practice. The optometrist’s role might be as the screener or the eye care provider who receives the referral. Insurance and other financial drivers have been in a state of flux in the US. From the patient’s perspective, when an issue has been identified through screening, then the next step is obtaining the referral eye examination. This works best when there is a systematic and rapid route to the appointment process for the comprehensive examination and if necessary treatment.

Electronic transfer of images and other data is an efficient method of communicating results, ie, via telemedicine, as long as the screening test is of high quality and does not need repeating.

In all the populations screened, the role of the optometrist also includes combining imaging or functional data with a careful history. In some cases, the history is sufficient to indicate risk and the need for closer following of a particular patient. In diabetes, the risk factors of blood glucose, duration, and blood pressure determine the length of time needed between exams. Several important risk factors are strongly and consistently associated with late AMD, which are readily assessed through discussions with patients and do not require detailed medical history or laboratory tests: age, current smoking, cataract surgery, and potentially family history are strongly and consistently associated with late AMD. Other significant factors with a lower strength of association (risk estimates generally 1.5 or less) are body mass index, hypertension, a history of cardiovascular disease, and plasma fibrinogen. All of these factors are associated with cardiovascular disease, and are also likely to be measured and monitored in the primary care setting. For pediatric patients, low birth weight or premature birth, along with family history of retinal blastoma, place patients into very different risk categories for visual impairment. Drug toxicity is also important in the complete history. Therefore, the optometrist’s main role when screening systems are used is to determine the most cost-efficient strategy to carry out excellent patient care.

For optometrists setting up a comprehensive screening unit, the devices and support systems can be scaled to match the numbers of patients and the resources available. As discussed earlier, the history and general health tests and demographics are an important part of assessing the risk of sight-threatening disease. This information can be obtained on site or from electronic health records. The assessment of visual function is readily performed in an optometrist’s office or a screening site set up by optometrists, with testing ranging from a traditional VA chart with logMAR or electronically specialized tests that allow testing of patients with low vision. Types of electronic VA and Vernier testing devices are available commercially. Several types of electronically administered vision tests are available commercially, including the ForeseeHome device. The Amsler grid may lack sensitivity, but is readily available in paper form and online.

Fixation stability is available with fundus-perimetry devices, with at least two being actively marketed along with legacy devices and laboratory devices, most of which are expensive. The methodology to support fixation-stability assessment could be readily introduced into most retinal imaging devices, although these devices are expensive. Other tests of visual function, particularly those that probe the vision at dim-light levels or reduced contrasts, are available in both very affordable chart as well as electronic forms.

Photoscreening can be introduced by a wide variety of cameras, with on face imaging devices that produce color images usually less expensive than devices to measure retinal thickness, such as OCT. Numerous vendors have retinal imagers from flash or LED stimulation, and fewer vendors have introduced the more expensive laser-scanning retinal imagers that provide crisper images, particularly for autofluorescence or longer-wavelength imaging. Ultrawide-field retinal imagers are available from a limited number of vendors, and newer models are under development, but have significant cost considerations. In summary, the screening options are varied, and present the opportunity for new models of patient flow to optimize the cost-effectiveness of providing eye care.
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